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EXECUTIVE SUMM ARY
,

A Safety System Punctional Inspection of the emergency service water system was conducted,
at the James A. FitrPatrick Nuclear Power Plant, during the period of April 13 through ,

|
May 1,1992. The objective of this inspection was to determine if the emergency service
water system was designed and being operated, maintained, and tested such that it would
perforra its intended safety function when called upon to operate. liased on the information
reviewed, the team concluded that overall the emergency service water system is capable of

- performing its intended safety function.

Several strengths were identified during this inpection which included design changes made ,

to improve the ESW system performance. These design changes include the installation of an
ESW keep-full system, a scivice water chlorination system, testing taps and ESW system

.

:

flow indication, and several ESW system siltation reduction design changes. These design
changes represent a significant improvement to the emergency service water system. The
quarterly integrated now test of the emergency service water system is a program strength.
Quarterly integrated now testing of the emergency service water system was conducted during
1991 and provided detailed information of emergency sersice water now to safety-related

-components. - Your planning and review of the chemicci cicaning of the service water system
appeared to be comprehenswe. This effort was planned primarily by the system engineer
. ho was cognizant'of system activities. The emergency setvice water system design basis

'

w
document and the validation of the design basis document appeared to be a strong effort. The
validation of the design basis document resulted in the identification of several design
deficiencies, such as the adverse effect on ESW temperature cue to the emergency dicsci ,

generators heat exchangers discharging into the ESW intake bay.

The actions taken to implement the requested actions of NRC Generic Letter 89-13 were
generally appropriate. However, the failure to document the plans for program
implementation into an overall program plan document could lead to difficulty with
maintaining program commitments over the life of the plant.

A number of deficiencies were also identified by the inspection team. One apparent violation i

of NRC requirements is being considered for escalated enforcement, The apparent violation a

is with regard to inaccurate information provided to the NRC in a safety evaluation JPN-91-
OM, which was written in support of a technical specification change for the ASME
section XI emergency service water pump surveillance. -In addition to the inaccurate i

information provided in the proposed technical specification change, other examples of
inaccurate or incomplete information were identified in the safety analysis sections of LER
88-09, LER 90-12, and LER 90-25. The failure to provide complete and accurate
information to the NRC is an apparent violation of NRC requirements.

-

.

i .
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Additionally, one violation was identified concerning the failure to perform an adequate ;

safety evaluation when downgrading the control room chiller condensers from safety related
'

to non safety related. The safety evaluation did not address Dooding and the calculation used'

to determine the heat generation rate in the control room was performed in 1970. This ;

ar.alysis was not representative of the current control room heat generation rate, since ;

additional heat loads have been added to the control room. Using the current heat generation
rate, the licensec determined that .the control room temperature could exceed the desi;;n !

:specification during a design basis event. Corrective actions were completed during the
'

inspection to se4ure a number of control room lig' ts to reduce the maximum control room
temperature to within the original design specification.

A second violation of NRC requirements was identified regarding the failure te conduct
inservice surveillance tests on manual valves 70WAC-5A and Sil, in accordance with the ,

American Society of Mechanical Enginects Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI. The
violation is not being cited because the criteria specified in Section V. A of the Enforcement |

'

Policy were satis 0cd.
.

|
One deviation from the Final Safety Analysis Report was identified. The FSAR, Table 9.7-
1, sheet 1 of 3 " Emergency Service Water Equipment - Flow Rates and Operating Modes,"

~

states that the minimum required safety related equipment Dow to the crescent area unit
coolers is 24 gpm for each cooler. However, twice in 1991, during surveillance test ST-8Q,
the crescent area Dows to individual unit coolers were left at less than 24 gpm.

One significant unresolved item was identified with regard to the crescent area unit coolers.
Due to the marginal and sometimes inadequate emergency service water system Dow rate
through the crescent area unit coolers, the team determined that an accurate heat transfer test, :

which includes allowances for the uncertainty of the test instrumentation, is necessary to
'

verify that these coolers can perform their design function. In addition, the team was
. concerned with the effectiveness of the UC 22A crescent area unit cooler, which is physically ;

located in the east erescent area, to provide 50% cooling to the west crescent area.

The accuracy of plant drawings was determined to be weak. A number of drawing
discrepancies were identined by your staff during the validation of the design basis document>

and by the NRC team. In addition, the labeling of plant equipment is inadequate. Several
emergency service wa:r system equipment labels were missing or inaccurate. ;

in summary, while it appears that a considerable effort ed resources have been expended to
restore and improve this system, the team concluded that additional effort is reo. red, it
appears that_in most cases your staff was cognirant of the system denciencies and were

. actively pursuing actions to address these denciencies.

>
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1.0 INSPFCTION SCOPE AND OlljECTIVES
,

iA Safety System Functional Inspection (SSFI) of the emergency service water (ESW) system
at the FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant was conducted using the SSFI inspection malute
(NRC IM 93801). This inspection also incorpmated the guidance provided in a draft Service
Water System Operational Performance inspection Temporary instruction. The inspection

-

I
objective was to determine if the ESW system was designed ar.d being operated, maintained,
and tested such that it would be capable of performing its intended safety function. The team
performed a mechanical and electrical design review, reviewed the licensee's NRC Generic
Letter 8913 implementation, and inspected the areas of operations, maintenance, and

'

surveillance testing. The team also closed eight Diagnostic Evaluation Te;un (DET)
inspection observations regarding the ESW system.

'

2.0 SYSTEM DESCRil'flON
;

The James A. FitrPatrick Nuclear Power Plant ESW system is a once-through (tesign that ;

takes cooling water from 12ke Ontario via an off-shore st.bmerged intake and an on shore
screenhouse. The ESW system discharges to lake Ontario via a discharge tunnel and diffuser
located on the lake bed. The ESW system consists of two independent piping hops, each
supplied by a single 100 percent capacity pump. A simplified diagram of the liSW system is
provided in Attachment 1.

The ESW system provides cooling water to the following safety-related equipment: four
emergency diesel generator jacket cooling water heat exchangers, ten crescent area unit :i

coolers, two cable tunnel /switchgear room coolers, two electric bay unit coolers, two control |

room air handling units and two relay room air handling units. The emergency ditsci ;

generator jacket cooling water heat exchangers are only supplied now by the ESW system.
The control room air handling units are normally provided now by a closed-loop glycol
system. -If required, the glycol can be discharged and ESW can provide now to control room ,

air handling units to provide control room cooling. The remaining heat exchangers are
normally supplied with cooling water from the service water system (SWS) and ESW when
the SWS is not available. The ESW system also supplies cooling water to the following non-
safety related components, the recirculation pump and motor coolers, the drywell coolers, the
equipment sump coolers, the post cccident sampling system sample cooler and the residual
heat removal system pump seal coolers. The non safety related loads are normally supplied
-flow from the reactor building closed loop cooling system (RilCLCS). The SWS and
RBCl.CS are non-safety related systems. The SWS is isolated from the ESW system by
check valves in series with manually operated gate valves. The ESW system discharges to
the discharge tunnel through piping common to both the ESW system and the SWS.

>
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The ESW cooling water supply consists of two independent trains (trains A and 11) with one'

pump supplyiug neh train. Tk two ESW pumps are two stage vertical wet pit pumps, rated
at 3700 gpm at 163 feet iotal dynamic head, and are kieated it. separate pump hays. The
ESW trains can be cross tied at the emercency diesel generator jacket coolets, after entering )

. the reactor 1 ui: ding and a; the coolers in the electrical bays. The crou ties are normally
closed. Automatic staWing of ESW pum,u end alignment of bypass, injection and service
water return mototgerated vahes are mitiated on low rez.ctor building closed kiop cooling ,

water system pressure. The hSW pumps aho automatically start, and provide cooling water
to IN emergency diesel runeratcts, when ihe diesels are staned.

The 4 kV emergency buses feed 600 volt buses 12500 and 12600. which sup%y the IL%W l

pump motors and aho supplies 600 volt motor control centers 252 and 262. Thet,e motor i

control centers feed the IWW neotor-operated injection and bypass valves.

3.0 DETAll.ED INSPECTION FINDINGS

3.1 Mechanleal tiedgn Regleo
.

'fhe mechanical design review assessed the quality of selected safety evaluations, design
calculations, and design assumptions. This included the verification of the ab'lity of the ESW.

System to satisfy selected hydraulic and thermal performance specifications during design- t

basis accidents.

II draulle Testing3.1.1'

3

The licensce's testing conducted to assure that all safety-related emergency servQc water
system components are provided with required now was reviewed. The test procedures were*

,

reviewed to determme that the system configuration during the test was appropriate and to
verify that the interval established for conducting integrated ESW system flow testing was
appropriate. The test results were icviewed to verify that safety-related components were
provided adequate Cow.

The team noted that a significant effort had been initiated by the licensee in June of 1990 to
assure that individual safety-related ESW components were being provided adequate now.
This effort included conducting two tests to measure the Dow to individual ESW components,
Temporary Operating Procedure TOP-ll7, " Emergency Service Water Full Flow Test,"
measured the flow to individual ESW components with the system in various configurations,
such as providing now to all non-safety related and safety-related loads. This test also ,

measured ESW flows with a single pump operating and the ESW header cross-tie valve open.
The test results determined that the now to the crescent area unit coolers was inadequate
when supplying the non-safety related reactor building closed loop cooling loads and the
safety-related loads. The non-safety related loads are manually isolated by the control room
operators during a loss of coolant accident to provide additional flow to the remaining safety-
related loads. The impact on crescent area temperature, by not immediately providing design

.
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Dow to the crescent area unit coolers, was reviewed. The time available for the operators to
manually isolate the non safety ielated loads was appropriate and the impact on the crescent
area temperature was acceptable The licensee also implemented design changes to provice
additional now to the crescent area unit coolers by downg ading the residual heat removal

pumps seal coolers to non safety related and isolated therc.

Following the completion of TOP-117, a second .x,w test wr,s performed. Temporary
Operating PrMure TOP 115. "limergency Service Water Flow Test," was conducted to
evaluate the FSW system's ability to provide now to safety-related components with the non-
safety related RdCLCS components isolated. This test also balanced liSW system flow to
individual components. lue resulu of this test indicated that all safety-related components,
including the creccent area unit coolers, uWd be provided adequate now. _

1 ollowing TOP-ll5, a surveillance test was written to cenduct routine integrated now testing
and balancing of the liSW system. Surveillance Test ST 8Q, " Testing of the limergency
Service Water System (IST)" was performed quarterly during 1991 and balanced ESW Gow
to safety-related components. The test results indicated adequate ESW flows to the safety- ,

related components with the exception of the individual crescent area unit mlers. The team
had the following observations regarding Surveillance Test ST-80;

The acceptance criteria in procedure ST-SQ for balancing the cmcrgency service watera.
system Dows did not include allowances for instrument inaccuracy or variations in lake
level. Also, acceptance criteria for emergency service water system Cow rates to the

-

individual crescent area unit coolers were not stated. The licensec mated that ST 8Q
would be revised to include acceptance criteria for Hows to individtnl coolers and that
they would consi&r adding instrument uncertainty and lake level change to the ,

procedure.
-

b. The acceptance criteria provided in Surveillance Procedure ST-8Q for crescent area unit
cooler now required that the total Dow to the five crescent area coolers for each
crescent area be greater than 120 gallons per minute (gpm), This acceptance criteria
was satisfied for ST-8Q surveillance conducted in 1991; however, during the a

performance of ST-8Q, the emergency service water Gow rates to individual crescent
area unit coolers were not adjusted to greater than the minimum required value of 24
gallons per minute that is speciGed by Table 9.7-1 of the Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR). For example, on July 28,1991, the emergency service water now rate to
west crescent area unit cooler 66UC-22G was left at 21 gallons per minute and c"
September 10, 1991, the emergency service water Dow rate to west crescent area unit
cooler 66UC-22G was left at 21 gallons per minute and the emergency service water

.

flow rate to cast crescent area unit cooler 66UC-22F was left at 22.8 gallons per
minute. The licensee stated that the acceptance criteria for this test would be revised to
require 24 ppm now for each crescent area unit cooler. The failure to satisfy the
minimum emergency service water now rate requirements for the crescent area unit
coolers is a deviation from the FSAR. (NRC Deviation 50-333/92-81-01).

.

_
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c. The licensee stated that the llarton now instrumentation for the emergency diesel
generators was not accurate and typically indicated law due to installation problems.
Given this condition, the team questioned why the licensee did not periodically con 0rm
that the emergency service water Oow rate to each emergency diesel generator was
acceptable, when the emergency service water injection valves were closed and the test-
bypass valves were open. The licensee agreed to periodically verify that the emergency
service water flow rate to each emergency diesel generator is acceptable, during
performance of ST-8Q, until the llarton now instrumentation inaccuracy issue is
resolved.

d. Procedure ST-8Q was performed with valve 67PCV-101 (emergency service water
return from the Train A and Train 11 electric bay and cable tunnel cooling units) left in -

the normal (throttled) position. The licensee did not verify that valve falhare in the
open position would not adversely affect emergency service water now rates to other
safety related heat exchangers. The licensee stated that the effect of valve 67PCV-101
failing open would be evaluated during the next performance of ST 8Q.

e. In some instances, throttle valves were being throttled very nearly to the closed position
. to establish the proper emergency service water Dow balance during the performance of
procedure of ST-8Q. Throttling valves nearly closed could result in silt accumulation
in the valve tely and undesirable flow reduction. The licensee agreed to monitor and
trend throttle valve position to ensure that any adverse effects of valve throttling are
recognized.

The test results provided in TOP-115. TOP-117, and ST-8Q provide a souM 'ecMical basis
for determining the system operation in various system configurations. This testing was a
strong positive initiative to frequently measure liSW flow to safety related components.

.

'3.1.2 (Icat Transfer Testing

The licensee's heat iransfer performance testing program and test results for ESW heat
exchangers were reviewed to verify that ESW heat exchangers could satisfy the thermal

- performance requirements. In addition, the calculation method used to project desip-basis
performance of the heat exchangers from the as-tested conditions and the methods of

? determining test measurement urertainty were reviewed.

The team observed that the licenwe made a series of improvements in the heat transfer testing
program since the program began in 1989. Test results for most heat exchangers indicate
adequate safety margins with respect to design heat tran$'er requirements. The exceptions are

- the crescent area unit coolers which indicate marginal heat transfer performance. The -
emergency diesel generator jacket coolers are routinely inspected in lieu of heat transfer
performance testing.

,

!
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The vendor analysis (S&W Calculation No. 14620-9037.USN4XAO), of the 1990 refueling
outage TOF-115 test data, determined that the measurement uncertainties for the heat transfer
performance of the crescent area unit coolers was large. This analysis indicated that 1/4 of
the uncertainty band for the heat transfer rate froin these coolers fell below the minimum
required heat transfer rate for these coolers. Stone and Webster provided a number of
recommendations to provide improved test results and reduce the uncertainty band. These
recommendations are currently being added to the surveillance test pcocedures.

Heat transfer testing of the ESW heat exchangers performed in 1991 did not include an
uncertainty band for the measured heat transfer rate and margins of uncertainty were not
factored into the acceptance criteria. The existence of a sufficient margin between the design
conditions and the test results regarding the crescent area unit coolers has not been
demonstrated. The draft heat transfer performance test procedure provides a 5% margin for
instrument uncertainty. However, the bases for this assumption is not provided in a formal
uncertainty analysis calculation. The licensee stated that a formal uncertainty analysis would
be incorporated into the new test procedures and that heat transfer tests would be performed
in conjunction with the planned ST.8Q flow test, prior to stanup or shortly after startup to ;

demonstrate adequate heat transfer from the crescent area unit coolers. The team determined
that this response was appropriate. This item remains unresolved pending the completion of:

the uncertainty analysis and the successful heat transfer performance testing of the crescent
area unit coolers. (NRC Unresolved item 50-333/92-81-02)

f

3.1.3 Design Basis Changes

Several safety evaluations, for changes to the design basis of the ESW system as described in
the FSAR, were reviewed to verify that the safety evaluations were thorough, technically
sound and did not involve a degradation of the systems' ability to perform its intemied safety
function. The associated safety analysis, supporting calculations and operating history were
reviewed to verny that an adequate basis existed for these changes.

One design change reviewed increased the FSAR design maximum lake water temperature
from 77*F to 82*F. A safety evaluation (NSE 89-054) was written to document that the
ESW system could provide adequate cooling to safety related components at a lake water
temperature of 82 F. Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation performed a technical
analysis in support of the safety evaluation (Stone and Webster Engineering letter 14620-26,
'AS 27603, dated August 26, 1988). The safety analysis indicated that there was sufficient
margin in component design in the crescent area, diesel generator, electrical bays and tunnels,
control room and relay room air handling unit heat exchangers to operate with a lake water
tempeinture of 82*F. The team concluded the analysis was acceptable.

- . - - . . . _ _ _
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A second design change reviewed downgraded the control toom chiller condensers and the
control room venti!ation chiller condenser room air handling units to non safety related in g
1990. The control room can be cooled by using either the non-safety related control room <

chiller condensers or the safety-related control rmm air handling units. The control room
chiller condensers automatically receive ESW during a design basis event. Manual valve
operation is required to provide ESW to the control room air handling units. The reason for
downgrading the control room chiller condensers was the unavailability of qualified
replacement parts. The DET inspection identified that the quality classification for a flexible
expansion boot installed in the control room chiller condenser in October 1991 was unknown.
Safety evaluation JAF SE 90-067 was written to document the basis for the downgrade. The
safety evaluation concluded that the associated safety related control room and relay room air
handling units would provide adequate cooling for the control room; however, the team
identified two deficiencies with the safety evaluation.

The first deficiency is that the safety evaluation did not thoroughly address thoding. Since
- the control room chiller condenser's pressure boundary was downgraded to non safety
related, the ESW pressure boundary could be modified and repaired using non safety related
replacement parts. The increase in probability that a pipe break could occur, which would
result in flooding of the area in which the control room chiller condensers are located, was,,

not addressed in the safety evaluation. The licenme stated that the pressure boundary of the
control room chiller condensers and the control room ventilation chiller condensers room air
handling units would be upgraded to safety-related. The team determined that this response
was appropriate.

The secand deficiency is that the safety evaluation and supporting analysis which supported
downgrading of the control room chillers condensers from safety-related to non-safety related
was inappropriate and outdated. The calculation (Calculation JAF-90-058) to support the
safety evaluation was based in part on a 1970 control room heat generation analysis
(Calculation CC-70-7); however, several changes had been made to the control room between

~ 1970 and 1990 and a new heat generation calculation was necessary to support this safety-
evaluation. The licensee had contracted with a vender to calculate the current control room-

heat generation rate in August 1991. The current control room heat generation calculation,
(Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation Cale. No. 14620-90504, Rev. 2) was provided
to the licensee during this inspection. The calculation indicated the control room heat
generation rate had increased since 1970 and the peak control room temperature,-based on
this analysis, was 102 F. The maximum acceptable control room temperature based on the

. General Electric Company specification for electrical components is 101.3 F. To satisfy the
101.3 degree specification, actions were taken to secure approximately 40% of the control
room lighting. The control room lighting which was secured is normally not inservice. Plant
procedures were revised to require that these lights be secured when ESW is being supplied
to the control room air handling units. The breakers which supply power for these lights
were tagged open to assure that these lights would not be placed inservice. The secured
lights are not required to provide adequate lighting in the control room. The team
determined that this corrective action was appropriate; however, the safety evaluation J AF

|
-
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SE-904)67, which relied on an outdated calculation to justify downgrading the control mom
,

chiller condensers did not provide an adequate evaluation that this change did not contain an'

unreviewed safety question. The failure to provide an adequate basis for determining if the

| change to the facility involved an unreviewed safety question is a violation of NRC

| requirements (NRC Violation 50-333/92-81-03).
I

| The licensee downgraded the residual heat removal pump seal water coolers to non-safety

j related in 1990. A safety evaluation JAF-Sli-90-067 was written to document this
downgrade. The residual heat removal pump seal water coolers were downgraded and
isolated in part to poavide additional flow to the crescent area unit coolers. The isolation of

) the residual heat removal pump seal water heat exchangers was suppor.ed by vendor

]
documentation which stated that isolation of the ESW would not adversely affect the pump
performance. The safety evaluation adequately documented that the residual heat removali

system would be able to perform its intended safety function with ESW isolated. The safetyI

| analysis and evaluation used to downgrade the residual heat removal pump seal water heat
exchangers appeared to be appropriate; however, the technical specification basis section was
not revised and states that these coolers are safety-related. The licensee stated the technical

| specification basis would be revised during the next general update. The team determined

|
that this response was appropriate.

i
! 3.2 Electrical Design Review

Several aspects of the ESW clectric power and control systems were reviewed during the
inspection to verify that a single fai'ure in these support systems would not prevent the ESW
system from performing its design ' unction. in addition, the support systems were reviewed
to assure that the ESW system comd function in accordance with its design-basis requirements
during degraded alternating current (ac) and direct currem (de) system voltage levels. The
basis for setpoints for selected ESW pressure switches were reviewed to assure that the
setpoints were appropriate. Several ESW modifications were reviewed for completeness and
to assure that no new unreviewed safety questions had been introduced by the modifications.
Motor-operated valve thermal oserload protection for selected ESW valves was reviewed.

-7.. I Single Failure Criteria

'tric power and control circuits were reviewed to assure that no single failure could
' ESW system from performing its intended function. This review was performed

m provided in Section 6 of ANSI /IEEE Standard 379-1988. The principal
'ne line diagrams, ESW logic diagrams, and ESW surveillance procedures

for the evaluation.

____
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The one line diagram review indicated that the train A and 11 systems were connected to a
common source only at the unit auxiliary transformer. Two breakers in series are used in
each connection between the tc " auxiliary transformer and the 4 kV emergency buses 10500
and 10600. No postulated single failure would prevent at least one of the two liSW trains
from being supplied power. The liSW design basis is satis 6cd by operation of a single train
of 11SW equipment. During the plant walkdown it was noted that train A and !! switchgear
in the electric bay are in separate rooms and motor control centers 152 and 162 are located
on opposite sides of the reactor building. Therefore, it appears that adequate train separation
exists.

The FSAR states that the 11SW automatic starting logic is one-out-of two taken twice.
Schematic diagram 11SK-11 AC indicated that the starting logic does not contain such

l i f ;. circuitry. If pressure switch 15PS 122A and 15PS.122B operated, the og c statement o one-
out-of two taken twice would be met, but the ESW system would not be put into operation

'

automatically. The existing logic meets the intent of the original design and is not vulnerableI

to a single failuret however, the description of this circuit in the 1 SAR, Section 9.5.5 is not
accurate. The licensee stated that the FSAR would be revised to reflect the correct

idescription of the circuit. The team determined that this response was appropriate.
:

The surveillance procedures for the auto start of the 11SW system do not include the operation
of keylock selector switches, located on the main control board, which have contacts wired ,

!into the 11SW staning logic matrix. Operation of these switches would prevent a single
failure of the logic from inhibiting the automatic start of the !!SW pumps during surveillance .

i
testing. The licensee stated that the calibration procedure ISp 23 will be revised to include
use of the logic test switches to avoid the potential single failure causing the start logic failure
uuring testing. The team determined that this response was acceptable,,

,

The team reviewed the power supply voltage for certain control room annunciator relays.
The emergency service water logie diagram I!SK-10GA indicated that the output of the ac/dc !

power supply was 135 Vde, whereas the output of the de supply is shown as 125 Vdc.
*

During a walkdown of the relay panel the licensee noted that the uninterruptible power supply
voltage was 165 Vdc. A work request was written to investigate and correct the high
voltage. Relay fafures due to the high voltage couhl impact operator knowledge of the status ;

of power to the control room alarms, in addition, relays _ for frequently energized annunciator !
2points could fail. The interposing logic circuit is non-In, but the circuit is mportant to

assure that Geld contacts that utilize interposing relays will provide annunciation as designed.
'

Licensec evaluation of the high voltage and the corrective actions to be taken was still in
progress at the close of this inspection. This item remains unresolved pending the evaluation
of the effect of the voltage on the_ relays and the completion of the corrective action to correct
this discrepancy.(NRC Unresolved item 50-333/92-81-04)

.

--..,,, ,,. . ,.. ,,, , , , ,, , , ,,-_ %.m _,y__,,y,,,gy.9, ,,,, #,, ,,,,,,.,_._,,,___,m' m.,__,.____
, _ . . . .~_ 3 ,,,,_o _ ~ , _ , . , -
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SE-90-067. which relied oi. an outdated calculation to justify downgrading the control toom
chiller condensers did not provide an adequate evaluation that this charj did not contain an
unreviewed safety question. The failure to provide an adequate basis for determining if the
change to the facility involved an unreviewed safety question is a violation of NRC
requirements (NRC Violation 50 333/92 81 03).

The licensee downgraded the residual heat removal pump seal water coolers to non-safety
related in 1990. A safety evaluation J AF-SE 90-067 was written to document this
downgrade. The residual heat removal pump seal water coolers were downgraded and
isolated in part to provide additional flow to the crescent area unit coolers. The isolation of
the residual heat removal pmap seal water heat exchangers was supported by vendor
documentation which stated that isolation of the ESW would not adversely affect the pump
performance. The safety evaluation adequately documented that the residual heat removal
system would be able to perform its intended safety function with liSW isolated. The safety
analysis and evaluation used to downgrarle the residual heat remova, pump seal water heat
exchangers appeared to be appropriate; however, the technical spec!Ocation basis section was
not revised and states that these coolers are safety-related. The licensee stated the technical
specification basis would be revised 'uring the next general update. The team determined
that this response was appropriate.

3.2 Electrical Design Iteview

Several aspects of the ESW electric power and control systems were reviewed during the
inspection to verify that a single failure in these support systems would not prevent the ESW
system from performing its design function. In addition, the support systems were reviewed

$

to assure that the ESW system could function in accordance with its design-basis requirements
during degraded alternating current (ac) and direct current ((tc) system voltage levels. The
basis for setpoints for selected ESW pressure switches were reviewed to assure that the _

setpoints were appropriate. Several ESW modi 6 cations were reviewed for completeness and
to assure that no new unreviewed safety questions had been introduced by the modifications.
Motor operated valve thermal overload protection for selected ESW valves was reviewed.

3.2.1 Single Failure Criteria

The electric power and control circuits were reviewed to assure that no single failure could
prevent the ESW system from performing its intended function. This review was performed
using guidance provided in Section 6 of ANSlilEEE Standard 379-1988. lhe principal ,

auxiliary pawer one line diagrams, ESW Icgie diagrams, and ESW surveillance procedures
were used as a basis for the evaluation.

- - - - _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _
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The one line diagram review indicated that the train A and 11 systems were connected to a
common source only at the t: nit auxili;uy transformer. Two breakers in series are used in

!
each connection between the unit auxiliary transformer and the 4 kV emergency buses 10500 '

and 10600. No postulated single failure would prevent at ! cast one of tne two ESW trains
from being supplied power. The ESW design-basis is satisfied by operation of a single train
of ESW equipment. During the plant walkdown it was noted that train A and 11 switchgear
in the electric bay are in separate rooms and motor control centers 152 and 162 are located
on opposite sides of the reactor building. Therefore, it appears that adequate train separation

'

exists. :

| The FSAR states that the ESW automatic starting logic is one-out-of-two taken twice. '

Schematic diagram ESK 11 AC indicated that the starting logic does not contain such
circuitry. If pressure switch 15PS4122A and 15PS-12211 o;) crated, the logi; ctatement of one-<

out-of two taken twice would be met, but the ESW system would not be put mto opera'en
automatically. The existing logic meets the intent of the original design and is not vulnerable
to a single failure; however, the description of this circuit in the FSAR, Section 9.5.5 is not'

occurate. The licensee stated that the FSAR would be revised to reflect the correct
description of the circuit. The team determined that this response was appropriate.

;

The surveillance procedures for the auto start of the ESW system do not include the operation
'' of keylock selector switches, located on the main control board, which have contacts wired

into the ESW starting-logic niatrix. Operation of these switches would prevent a single
failure of the logic from inhibiting the automatic start of the ESW pumps during surveillance ,

testing, The licensee stated that the calibration procedure ISP-23 will be revised to include
use of the logic test ; witches to avoid the potential single failure causing the start logic failure
during testing. The team determined that this response was acceptable,

The team reviewed the power supply voltage for certain control room annunciator relays. .

The emergency service water logic diagram ESK-100A indleated that the output of the ac/de
power supply was 135 Vde, whereas the output of the de supply is shown as 125 Vdc.
During a walkdown of the relay panel the licensee noted that the uninterruptible power supply
voltage was 165 Vdc. A work request was written to investigate and correct the high
voltage. Relay failures due to the high voltage could impact operator knowledge of the status
of power to the control room alarms. In addition. relays for frequently energized annm;ciator i

points could fail. The interposing logic circuit is non-lE, but the circuit is important to :

assure that field contacts that utili~ 3 interposing relays will provide annunciation as designed.
Licensee evalaation of the high voluge and the corrective actions to be taken was still in
progress at the close of this inspection. This item remains unresolved pending the evaluation
of the effect of the voltage on the relays and the completion of the correctise action to correct
this discrepancy.(NRC Unresolved item 50-333/92-81-04)

_ _ - _ _ _ - - . - _ _ . _ _ . ~ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ .
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The team concluded that the electric power system could withstand the effects of a single
failum and still provide power to at least one complete train of ESW equipment allowing it to
meet its desigr-hasis. The review of the ESW power and control system determined that the
arrangement could meet its intended design function with respect to single failures.

3.2.2 Capability Of ESW Power Supply

_ The power supply to the ESW pump motors and motor-operated valves was evaluated to
assure that ESW components would be capable of starting and nmning during normal
operation, startup, and emergency conditions.

The ESW pump motors and tb motor-operated valves are rated at 575 Vac. The FSAR,
page 8.6-12 states that 600 Vac load center motors will start and accebrate their loads at 70
to 80 percent rated voltage. Computer studies were performed to calculate the voltages at the
600 volt system for all 115 kilovolt (kV) voltage levels and available transformer tap settings.
The licensee used a conservative acceptance value of 90% of rated voltage for the ESW pump
motors start criteria.

If the 115 kV system cannot maintain the required voltage such that the undervoltage relays
operate, the cmergency diesel generator will start and provide power to the 4 kV and 600 volt

~

emergency system. Operating Procedure OP-22 sets the emergency diesel generator at speed
and voltage with cated voltage equal to 4160 volts. Operating Procedure OP-46A requires
that the 600 volt buses are to be maintained between 590 and 600 volts. Calculation 14620-
E-9016 2 is the basis for the urdervoltage relay setpoint on the 4 kV emergency bus. One
requirement in selecting the undervoltage setpoint is that the 4 kV bus voltage would always
be adequate to maintain a minimum of 540 volts on the 600 volt system. Addendum to
calculation 12966-81-E-1, pages 20, 21, and 34 determined that with 540 volts on the 600
volt system the voltage at the ESW pump motor terminals is a minimum of 521 volts or 91%
of motor rated voltage. Calculations for minimum torque on motor-operated valves are made
with 535 volts availab!e on the 600 volt system.

The minimum de battery voltage is 105 Vdc. The licensee stated that de relays used on the
ESW starting logic will not drop out at the minimum battery voltage. General Electric
literature on the relays indicate that dropout of the relays is between 55% and 61% of rated
voltage or 72.5 Vdc. The licensee has tested a sample of the relays and concluded that they
will not drop out above 105 volts and the ESW starting logic matrix will be available under
low de voltage conditions. With ec power available, the de voltage will always be above 105
Vdc and de control circuits will be able to perform their design function.

.
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The ac voltage at the 600 volt level will be kept above 540 volts by the offsite power system
and if that system cannot provide power the emergency diesel generators will provide the
power source and are capable of assuring that ESW components will operate as required.
Therefore the power supplied to the ESW pump motors and motor operated valves is
acceptable. . Based on the information reviewed the team concluded that the ac and de power
supplied to the ESW pumps, motor-operated valves, and control circuitry is acceptable.

3.2,3 ESW Setpoints

The basis for the ESW strainers differential pressure switches (46DPS132A and 132B) and
the reactor building closed loop cooling water system pressure switches (15PS-122A, B, C

Land D) were reviewed. The ESW strainers differential pressure switches provide a control
room alarm an( ,.he reactor building closed loop cooling water pressure switches initiate an
automatic start of ESW pumps and valve alignment.

The design basis document 046, section 3.4, states that accuracy speciGcations or calculations
for loops describcd in subsections 3.4.1 through 3.4.11 cannot be located (Open item 046-01-
19). - Where setpoints for these , items are required "the system engineer may specify them

_

based on available information and engineering judgement." Both setpoints reviewed are
.

currently based on engineering judgement.

The design basis document, section 3.4.2.3, states that the ESW pump head includes an
allowance of 11.6 ft L, psi) for the pressure drop across the strainers. The setpoint should be
established et a value that ensures the pressure drop across the strainers would not be
exceeded. The actual setpoint for the switches (46DPS132A and 132B) is 7 3.1.6 psid.
During the effort to validate the design basis document, the licensee identified a concern that
8.6. psi had not been accounted for in other analyses used to model the ESW system (Calc.
14620.9037-US(N)-001-0, dated 06/08/90 and 14620.9037 US(N)-008-0, dated 08/02/90);
however, preliminary analysis indicate that, with a 8.6 psid strainer differential pressure,
ESW minimum design flow requirements are satisfied. The basis for the setting of 46DPS
132A and B are preliminary and require further evaluation to assure that the ESW model will
satisf; design-basis flow requirements. The licensee stated that the model and analysis were
being revised to include the higher strainer differential pressure.

The setpoint for the reactor building closed loop cooling water pressure switches (15PS122A,
B, C, D) is 45 psig. The setpoint should be high enough to assure that the reactor building
closed loop cooling system (RBCLCS) function has been effectively lost (and greater than the
actual pressure when RBCLCS is lost) but low enough to prevent starting the ESW pumps at
anticipated normal operating RBCLCS pressure. The standby RBCLCS pump starts at 75
psig. The low RBCLCS pressure alarm setpoint is 75 psig. The automatic start of the ESW

- pumps at 45 psig represents a reasonable pressure level in the RBCLCW which indicates the
loss 6 the RBCLCS system, and is low enough to assure that the ESW pumps will not start
inadvertently. The team determined that the basis for settings of 15PS 122A, B, C, and D
appeared to be appropriate.
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3.2.4 ESW Modi 6 cations

Several modifications of the ESW system were reviewed to assure that:

The ESW design-basis had not changed..

The modi 0 cations had not introduced any umeviewed safety questions.
.

All documents and procedures required to be changed had been identiGed.

The modi 6 cation was sufficiently complete to allow installation and appropriate post
.

modification testing was performed.

Modification Mi-87-044 added ESW Gov indication in accordance with the requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.97. The safety evaluation (J AF SE-88-005) concluded that no new
unreviewed safety question was introduced by the modificatien and that the ESW system
design-basis was not changed. The principal reason for this determination was that new
instrumentation added to the ESW system by the modification had no impact on the method
of operation or the capacity of the system. The safety evaluation was thorough and provided
an adequate basis to determine that an unreviewed safety question did not exist.

Minor modification Mi-88-230 added ti ermocouples in place of temperature iridicators in
existing thermowells of unit coolers to allow a more accurate assessment of cooler thermal
performance. The safety evaluation (JAF-SE-88-207) included in the package concluded that
no unreviewed safety question was introduced and that the ESW system design-basis was not
changed by the modification. The reason for this determination was that the modification
was an enhancement which had no impact on the 6peration of the unit coolers. The
modification package identined drawings and procedure changes that were required and -

included equipment specifications, calibration of thermocouples and support calculations as
well as pre-operational testing requirements to be performed before the modiGeation was put
into service. The modification package providel adequate detail and had explicit po3t
modification test requirements.

Minor modiGcation MI-90-077 added test connections for raw water check valves. The
relevant safety evaluation (JAF-SE-90-056) concluded that the modification did not change
the ESW system design-basis and did not introduce any new unreviewed safety questions.
The modification did not change the operability of the ESW check valves and was an
enhancement to the system providing the ability to check operability and Rush the valves
periodically. The modi 6 cation package was complete with drawings and procedures that
were required to be changed were identified. All procurement specifications and installation
instruction details were provided.

I

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ ___ _ _ __ _ ___
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Modincation MI-89-049 modiGed eight of the ten crescent area unit coolers. The
modi 6 cation:

Removed the temperature control valves and added new temperature control circuitry
.

that regulated heat removal capability by varying air now rather than water flow.

Changed the strainer element type..

lustalled flow indicators on the service water supply to each cooler.
,

Installed pressure test connections across the coolers to allow differential pressure.

measurement on all ten coolers.

The modi 0 cation did not revise the heat removal capability of the coolers and there was no
change in the heat loads b tic area. Therefore, the ESW system design-basis was unaffected
by the modincation. The modiGcation addressed drawings and procedures that required
revision as a result of the modification. The modification package was detailed and
complete.

In summary, the team determined that these modiGcation packages were complete in that all
required elements of the packages were addressed. The safety evaluations were thorough and

. tec n ca y soun . -All four modifications packages reviewed were complete, of high quality,hi ll d

and were appropriate for installation.

3.2.5 ESW Motor-Operated Valve Overload Protection

The design of ESW motor-operated valve overload protection .was reviewed to verify that the
thermal overloads will not inadvertently operate in advance of a valve performing its intended
safety function.

The safety-related motor-operated valves presently have thermal overload relays with high
'

settings. The thermal overloads will not operate before the valve motor is damaged. The|

licensee plans to reevaluate motor-operated valve protection on an individual basis in
accordance with the guidance provided _in IEEE Std 741-1990, Appendix B. Certain valvesI

may require that overload heaters be sized to provide motor protection.

The team determined that the present thermal overload sizing would allow the ESW valves to
operate and perform their design function; however, the thermal overloads would not provide
motor protection. The licensee's action to reevaluate the thermal overload protection for
safety related valves is appropriate.

L

n
|

|
_ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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3,3- Generle Letter 89-13 Implementation

NRC Generic Letter 89-13, " Service Water System Problems Affecting Safety-Related
Equipment," dated July 18, 1989, requested that licensees take certain actions to ensure that
service water systems are capable of performing their intended safety-related functions. The
team reviewed the actions that were taken by the licensee to satisfy the generic letter requests. !

In general, actions taken by the licensee to ensure the opmbility of the emergency service
water system are acceptable and satisfy the requests made in Generic letter 8913. Although '

some weaknesses were identiGed, the licensee's responsiveness and commitments to take
further actions have addressed these weaknessa. However, the team determined that the
licensee did not have a well documented program to address the generic letter action items.
While it was clear that actions were being taken to maintain the emergency service water'

system, specific definition of programmatic requirements and actions being credited to satisfy
the generic letter request were not documented. The team was concerned that the lack of
such documentation would make it difficult for the licensee to audit and maintain its Generic
Letter 89-13 program over the life of the plant. The licensee committed to establist
program document to resolve this concern.

3.3.1 Blofouling Control and Surveillance Techniques

The NRC Generic Letter 89-13, Action I, requested that licensees implement and maintain an
ongoing program of surveillance and control techniques to signi6cantly reduce the incidence
of now blockage problems as a result of biofouling. The actions requested included intake
structure inspections, chemical treatment of service water systems, and periodic service water
system Dushing/Dow testing. The team reviewed actions being taken by the licensee to
address this action item,

i

During the 1991 intake structure inspection, the licensee detected the presence of zebra
mussels at FitzPatrick. A task force was formed to address the problem, and currently the
licensee plans to treat the intake area with a molluscicide and to periodically heat-treat the
intake area to control the zebra mussels. The licensee also injects sodium hypochlorite into
the service water and emergency service water systems. The injection of sadium hypochlorite
has appeared to be effective in controlling biofouling. The licensce's program is defined by
procedure CDP-21, " Zebra Mussel Monitoring and Control Program." Weaknesses that were
identified included lack of formal involvement by the operations department in the CDP-21
program and the incomplete evaluation of the vulnerability of the nre water system to zebra
mussel infestation, in response to these concerns, the licensee revised the 7ebra mussel
program to include the operations department. In addition, the fire water system operating
procedure was revised to include Dushing of the non-safety related Grc water pump, to assure
that zebra mussels were not introduced into the fire water header, prior to system operation.
The team determined that this response was appropriate.

I
1
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Intake structure inspections were performed in November 1988, May 1990, Febiuary 1991,
and January 1992. Prior to the 1992 inspection, very little guidance was provided for the
performance of the intake structure inspections and documentation of inspection results was
minimal or nonexistent. During the 1992 inspection, a work process control instruction was
written to provide speci6e inspection guidance and the inspection results were well
documented. The team considered these enhancements to be appropriate. However, speciDe

guidance for future inspections was not developed and the scope of future inspections was not
defined, The licensee committed to perform a complete inspection of the intake structure
during the next two refueling outages, to effectively monitor the status of zebra mussel
infestation, and to ensure that programmatic controls are effective. The inspections will
evaluate the extent of silting and debris accumulation, biofouling, and structural condition (to
a limited degree). Based on these inspections, the licensee stated that inspection criteria for
future outages would be developed. The team considered this plan to be appropriate.

Periodic Dow testing and flushing of the emergency service water system was being
performed on a quarterly basis during system flow balance verification in accordance with
surveillance procedure ST-8Q, " Testing of the Emergency Service Water System (IST)."
While it appeared that most areas that are susceptible to silt accumulation were being tiushed
periodically, the licensee had not completed a formal review and evaluation to ensure that all
susceptible areas had been identiDed. For example, instrument lines may deserve further
consideration. The licensee staff stated that the review and evaluation would be formalized.
The team determined this response was appropriate.

Although the team identified a few minor weaknesses in the licensee's implementation of
. Generic Letter 89-13 Action I, the licensee was responsive in addressing these concerns. The
-licensee was aggressive and proactive in controlling zebra mussel infestation problems, and
actions in this regard were considered to be a strength.

3.3.2 Heat Exchnnger Routine Inspectinn and Malutenance

The NRC Generic Letter 89-13, Action 11, requested that licensees implement a program to
periodically verify the heat transfer capability of safety-related heat exchangers. The team
reviewed actions taken by the licensee to satisfy this request.

With the exception of the emergency diesel generator heat exchangers, the licensee routinely
performs heat exchanger performance testing of safety-related heat exchangers that are
normally cooled by service water. Also, on a quarterly basis, the licensee performs flow
balance testing of the emergency service water system in accordance with procedure ST-8Q,
" Testing of the Emergency Service Water System (IST)." In order to improve system

'

performance and to facilitate heat exchanger performance testing and flow balancing, the
-licensee has made substantial modi 0 cations to the system, including removal of eight crescent

i
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area unit cooler temperature control valves and installation of thermowells, ori0cc plates and
flanged spools for Dow measurements, The licensee's actions to perform heat exchanger
performance testing and now balancing were initiated in part in response to previous
enforcement action that was taken in March of 1989 regarding operability of emergency
service water system components.

In the case of the emergency diesel generator heat exchangers, the licensee visually inspects |
and cleans the service water side of these heat exchangers every other refueling outage. This
frequency appeared to be acceptable based on photographs of the as-found conditions from
previous inspections. The other safety-related heat exchangers that are normally cooled by
service water were inspected and cleaned during the period from 1989 through 1990 to ensure
that degraded conditions did not exist.

The licensee's actions taken in response to Action item 11 were satisfactory; however, the
team had a number of observations with regard to the now and heat exchanger performance
testing which are documented in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1 ~2 of this report.

.

3.3.3 11riodic Inspection and Maintennnee

-Genenc etter 89-13, Action 111, requested that licensees establish a routine inspection and
maintenance program for open-cycle service water system piping and components to ensure
that corrosion,- e:osion, protective coating failure, silting, and biofouling cannot degrade the
performance of the safety-related systems supplied by service water. The team reviewed r

actions taken by the licensee to satisfy this request.

The licensee has expended considerable effort and resources to maintain the emergency
service water system and to ensure system operability in part in response to enforcement
action that was taken in March of 1989. Actions currently being taken by the licensee

. include periodic system flow verification, extensive check valve maintenance and inspection,
internal piping inspections, and periodic eddy current inspection of heat exchanger tubes.
While these actions appeared to be comprehensive, the licensee has not specifically defined
actions that are credited for satisfying the generic letter request such as preventive
maintenance practices, piping inspection locations, operator actions, frequencies and
procedures. -The licensee stated that details documenting actions planned to satisfy Action

-Item Ill .would be included in the program document.

During recent piping inspections, the licensee identified that signi0 cant reduction in flow
area, due to microbiologically innuenced corrosion (MIC), existed in small bore piping (less
than 4" in diameter), which normally has service water flowing through it. The reduction in i

Dow atea has reduced flow to safety-related components, such as the crescent area unit
coolers. The licensee has replaced approximately 200 feet of small bore piping associated 1

with the cable tunnel and electric bay coolers and plans to dissolve and remove the remaining
flow restrictions by chemical cleaning of the service water system and those parts of the ESW
system connected to the service water system.

. - - - . _ . - -- .- -. -.-
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The team reviewed the Temporary Operating Procedure top-136, " Operation of the Service
Water Chemical Cleaning System." Based on a Buckman laboratory evaluation, the licensee
plans a 28 day cleaning period to reduce the buildup of MIC Fligh concentrations of the
chemicals are used continuously for the nrst day, then smaller amounts are injected every
other day. The licensee expects noticeable results in the first week and a signincant cleaning
by the end of the 28 day period. After the initial 28 days, cleaning will be performed
periodically to prevent the reoccurrence of MIC.

The_Buckman Laboratory test indicated that the corrosion product debris released to the
system as a result of the chemical cleaning would be particulate in nature, with little chance
for the heat exchanger tubes to become clogged. The licensee plans to monitor heat
exchanger performance throughout the 28 day period. Since a small change in the amount of
flow in one part of the ESW system can cause the system to become unbalanced, the licensee
hn committed to perform a Dow balance of the ESW system per surveillance test ST-8Q
after performing the initial 28 day cleaning. The licensee expects to complete the chemical

- cleaning prior to startup.

The team determined that the planning and procedures for this evolution were comprehensive.
Chemical cleaning of the service water system was a program strength.

The ESW system ultrasonic pipe wall thickness measurement program and procedures were
reviewed. Plant Standing Order PSO-14 controls ultrasonic measurements to determine ESW
pipe wall thickness. The identification of areas requiring examination is done by a corporate
engineering group with input from the plant. Small diameter piping,3-incher and less, were
not included in this program. The results of a visual inspection of certain small diameter pipe
in-1990 indicated a significant corrosion build-up in the pipe. The licensee stated that based
on a visual examination, a signi6 cant wall thickness was remaining for the small diameter
pipe. However, since corrosion rates are dependent upon factors whose values are difficult to
predict, the team w's concerned that small diameter pipe should not be excluded from the-a

-inspection program without adequate justification. The licensee stated that the inclusion of
small diameter pipe into the program would be considered during the next inspection of ESW
piping. The team determine that this action was appropriate.

Theiteam observed that the licensee did not include non-safety related piping within the scope
of its generic letter actions. Any piping that could compromise the ability of safety-related
components to perform its intended function, including non safety related piping, is included
within the scope of the generic letter request. The licensee stated that the section of non-
safety related piping determined to be important for the operation of safety-related
components would be included in the Generic Letter 89-13 program. The team determined
that this response was appropriate.
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The licensee's program to perform eddy current testing of ESW system safety-related heat
exchangers was reviewed, Eddy current testing is able to detect both general and local tube
wall thickness deterioration. Plant Standing Order PSO-57, " Eddy Current Testing,"
provides guidance for eddy current testing of ESW heat exchangers. The eddy current
method used for the ESW heat exchangers checks only for local tube wall thinning (defects).
The absolute method which scans for general wall thickness was not performed. The licensee
stated that the absolute eddy current method would be considered during future testing. The
administrative procedure contains a table which shows the type of testing performed on each
service water heat exchanger; however, the list did not include all service water system heat -
exchangers. In addition, the table did not appropriately indicate which heat exchangers are
capable of being examined by the eddy current methods or provide the frequency of-
examination. The licensee stated that the table would be reviewed and revised as appropriate.

Overall, the team concluded that the actions taken in response to Action III were satisfactory.

3.3.4 Design Function Verification and Single Failure Analysis

The NRC Generic Letter 89-13, Action IV, requested that licensees confirm that the service
water system will perform its intended function in accordance with the licensing basis for the
plant, including consideration for a single active failure. The team reviewed actions taken by

- the licensee to satisfy this request.

An analysis was completed by NUTECH Engineers to address this generic letter request,
which included a licensing basis review, review of system modifications, review of equipment
specifications, review of the as-built configuration, and a single active failure analysis. In
general, the NUTECH review appeared to be acceptable; however, the NUTECH analysis did
not recognize that a single active failure interrupting the emergency service water supply to
either train of crescent area unit coolers could compromise both trains of emergency core
cooling system equipment. For example, potential train A and B failures would include
valves MOV-101 A or MOV-101B failing to open. The licensee stated that control room
indication of crescent room area temperaturcs and existing plant procedures would provide

c

| adequate guidance to respond to the postulated failure of one train of ESW to the crescent
area unit coolers; however, the temperature indication for the cast crescent area is non-safety

;

| related. The licensee responded by stating that the temperature instrumentation for the east
crescent area would be upgraded to safety-related to provide reliable temperature indication to

- the operators so that such a failure could be recognized and mitigated in accordance with the
plant procedures. The temperature instrumentation for the west crescent area was already
safety-related and did not require upgrade. The licensee staff stated that NUTECH has been
requested to consider this single failure as part of the 89-13 response. This item remains
unresolved pending the completion of the NUTECH analysis and the implementation of
actions required as a result of this analysis. (NRC Unresolved item 50-333/92-81-05)

!

|

|

|

.- - - _ . . _ _ _ ,
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The NUTECH review documented that the failure of the electric bay and cable tunnel
emergency service water return valve 67PCV-101 and the crescent area unit cooler
emergency service water return valve 66PCV-101 could affect both safety trains of area
cooling equipment that they serve. The licensee modiGed valve fi>PCV-101 to fail in the
open position and mechanicad adjustments were made to valve 67PCV-101 to prevent full
valve closure. The licensee is planning to replace these valves, and valves SWS-17, SWS-25
and SWS-42 (which represent passive common mode failure vulnerabilities), with spool
pieces. The team considered the licensee's actions to be appropriate.

The FitzPatrick technical speci6 cations credits five crescent area unit coolers in each crescent
area for maintaining crescent area temperatures, and requires four of the Gye coolers be
operable. The licensee documented that one of the west (train A) crescent area unit coolers

-

(UC-22A) is physically located in the east (train B) crescent area and concluded in a safety
evaluation J AF-SE-033, dated April 28,1989, that sufficient cooling capacity was still
available to cool the west crescent area. The east and west crescent areas are separated by a
12 foot high flood wall, which leaves approximately 50 feet between the top of the wall and
the ceiling of the crescent area for air to circulate between the two crescent areas. West
crescent area unit cooler UC-22A is physically located several feet beyond the Good wall
boundary in the east crescent area in the vicinity of the high pressure coolant injection pump
(train B equipment). The team identi0ed the following discrepancies in the licensee's safety
evaluation: ,

The licensee's safety evaluation assumed that UC-22A would be 50% effective ina.
cooling the west crescent area. This assumption was not supported by analysis or
testing,

b. Providing that UC-22A is only 50% effective and that the technical speci6 cations
allows one cooler to be removed from service, the licensee's safety evaluation stated _

that ". .only 3% unit coolers remain available in this West Crescent for service."
However,3% unit coolers available does not satisfy the technical speciGcation
requirement to maintain four unit ccolers operable.

The licensee staff stated that a vendor had been contacted to provide a method for
determining the effectiveness of the UC-22A crescent area unit cooler for cooling the west
crescent. This item remains unresolved pending analysis regarding the effectiveness of the
UC-22A crescent area unit cooler in cooling the west crescent area. (NRC Unresolved item

50-333/92-81-06)

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - -
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3.3.5 Maintenance and Operating I ractices, Procedures, and Training

The NRC Generic Letter 89-13, Action V, requested that licensees conGrm that maintenance
practices, operating and emergency orocedures, and training that involve the service water
system are adequate to ensure that safety-related equipment cooled by the service water
system will function as intended and that operators of this equipment will perform effectively.
The team reviewed actions taken by the licensee to satisfy this request. The inspeedon result:
for Action V implementation are provided in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 of ihh inspection report.

3.4 Operations

Plant operations were reviewed to assure that the ESW system was being operated in
accordance with the system design-basis. An assessment of the adequacy of the knowledge of
the operators, accuracy and content of procedures, and training for the ESW system was
made by the team. The ESW system review included detailed system walkdowns, assessmen.
of the conduct of operations in the control room and field, and evaluation of licensed and
non-licensed operator training material. A loss of service water cooling simulator scenario
was observed to assess the adequacy of plant procedures to mitigate this transient.

,

3.4.1 System Walkdowns ,

The team conducted detailed walkdowns of the safety-related portions of the emergency
service water system. The current revisions of the flow diagrams,11825-FB-10H,11825-
FM-46B, and 11825-FM-46A were used to verify that the design drawings were consistent

>

with the as-built system contiguration. The ESW sys'em valve lineup procedure, OP-21,
" Emergency Service Water Valve Lineup", and the SW system valve lineup procedure, OP-
42, " Service Water Valve Lineup" were used to verify valve positions. Emergency service
water system valves were determined to be aligned in accordance with the valve lineup

- procedures.

The overall system external material condition was good, with the exception of the ESW
system strainers. The ESW strainer isolation valves were leaking and the strainer baskets
were deficiency tagged due to known corrosion problems. The strainer baskets were
scheduled to be replaced during the current refueling outage.

The valve and equipment labeling of emergency service water components was weak. Valve
labels were identified as missing on several ESW valves, the valve position on labels for the
crescent area unit cooler throttle valves were not consistent with procedures, and black
marker labeling of certain ESW valves was incorrect. The licensee corrected a number of
these deficiencies during the inspection. Inadequate labeling of plant couipment was'

previously identiRed during the Diagnostic Evaluation Team inspection. The licensee has

L
developed a program to address the valve labeling problems, as documented in Plant Standing
Order PSO-60, " Plant Labeling Program" Revision 5. The current estimated valve labeling
completion date is April 1993.
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3.4.2 Operations Procedures

The team reviewed the following procedures associated with the ESW system operation:
operating procedures (OP), abr ormal operating procedures (AOP), emergency operatirig,

procedures (EOP), surveillance tests (ST), operations department standing orders (ODSO),
plant standing orders (PSO), alarm response procedures (ARP), administrative procedures
(AP), and temporary operating procedures (TOP).

A number of procedure inadequacies were identified by the licensee during the design basis
,

document verification and by the team. The plant had revised or drafted procedure revisions
or had taken actions to correct the following procedure ir. adequacies,

Abnormal Operating Procedure AOP-56, "High Traveling Screen Or Trash Racka.
Differential Level," step C.7.a requires the operators to manually scram the reactor if
intake bay water level decreases to 15 ft. below the 255 ft, screenhouse floor level.

' The 15 foot decrease must be verified locally in the screenhouse traveling screen area,
it is difficult to verify the exact location of the 15 foot decrease when the traveling
screen is rotating and the traveling screen spray wash system is in service. The plant
had a modi 6 cation request, No, MI-92-187, to install a local intake bay level
indicator,'

b. Abnormal Operating Procedure AOP-11, " Loss Of Reactor Duilding Closed Loop
Cooling " isolates the drywell coole. air-operated valves if there is indication of a leak

i in the drywell. Step C.6. directs the operator to enter emergency operating

|- procedures for high drywell temperature / pressure and initiate drywell cooling by
opening valves 15MOV-102 and 103. The procedure does not address re-opening the
drywell cooling air-operated valves that would be closed in step C.4.a. To cool the

'drywell the operator must open a set of air-operated valves and 15MOV-102 and 103.
The lice asee stated that this de6ciency was being corrected.

c. Abnormal Operating Procedure AOP-43, " Plant Shutdown From Outside the Control
Room," did not address the operation of service water return header isolation valve
15MOV-175. The potential exists that the RBCLCW head tank could overflow when
injection of ESW is initiated from outside the control room and 15MOV-175 is not
closed. The licensee stated that AOP-43 will be revised to isolate the Reactor

L Building Cooling expansion tank if ESW is initiated from outside the control room.

| d. Operations Surveillance Test Procedure ST-8Q requires that operators manually
; throttle the crescent area unit cooler upper and lower cooling water outlet valves. The
I. manipulation of these valves was not verified by two operators in accordance with step

7.6.1.3 of ODSO 18. A procedure revision request had been initiated to correct the
deficiency.

!
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_ Operating Procedure OP-55A, Section G.I.a., " Control And Relay Roome.
Refrigeration Chiller," instructs the operator to use either "A" or "B" ESW loop to
supply the control room chiller / condensers and air handling units (AHUs). However,
the system con 0guration only allows the "A" emergency service water loop to supply
the "A" chiller / condenser. Both air handling units and the "B" chiller / condenser are
cooled by the "B" ESW loop. The non-safety related service water system will supply
all of the control room chilled water components. The licensee stated that the
procedures were being revised to reDect the actual system installation.

3.4.3 Event Review

The teani reviewed the licensee's assessment of the operator actions in response to an ESW
basket strainer high differential pressure alarm in December 1991. A high differential
pressure alarm annunciated for the "B" ESW strainer as a result of seaweed intrusion into the
strainer. The operators re-sponded appropriately to the "B" ESW strainer alarm by locally
swapping strainers. The common ESW strainer high differential pressure annunciator
continued to alarm frequently during the next two hours. During this two hour period, the
"A" ESW strainer differential pressure alarm came in twice and was recorded on the EPIC
computer alarm printer. Since the "B" ESW strainer had been alarming every few minutes
for the last two hours, the operators assumed the alarm was due to the "B" ESW strainer and

- did not swap the "A" ESW strainer. Three days following the alarm the ESW system
engineer identined, by reviewing the alarm computer printout, that the "A" ESW strainer
high differential pressure alarm was valid. A work request was written to remove and clean
the dirty "A" ESW strainer. The licensee made procedure changes to require that operators

'

review the EPIC computer alarm printout when common alarms are annunciated and plans to
provided training to the licensed operators on this event. The team determined that these
actions were appropriate.

. The strainers do not presently have a local delta-pressure indication to provide a positive
means to verify the condition of the ESW basket strainers. The licensee stated that a
modification to provide delta-pressure indication was in progress. The team determined that
this modification was necessary to provide the operators with information regarding the
condition of the ESW strainers. The licensce's assessment of this event was thorough.

L- 3.4.4 Operator Wnlkdowns
|

-.

The team interviewed several licensed senior reactor operators, reactor operators, and non-
licensed auxiliary operators to assess their knowledge regarding the operation of the ESW 4

L system, status of system modifications, system design considerations, ar'd applicable
' surveillance requirements.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Personnelinterviewed were knowledgeable of normal ESW operations and system response
during accident conditions. The operators understood the ESW system design and had a
detailed knowledge of the safety-related ESW cooling loads. The operators were cognirant of-
past problems with the ESW system such as water hammer. The operators were aware of
system design changes such as the modifications which added a service water keep full

- system. The operators understood the potential adverse impact of the zebra mussels on plant
components cooled by ESW and service water.

An operator walk through was conducted for implementing procedure OP-55A, " Supplying
ESW to Chiller Condensers and Air Handling Units." The operator was conscientious and

' demonstrated strict procedure compliance, a sound knowledge of system component locations,
and the expertise required to operate the system. Approximately six of the control room chill
water cooling valves used to isolate the non-safety related components from the safety-related
emergency service water system were difficult to access _ The valves are located
approximately 15 feet off the floor. A ladder or other means of accessing these valves was
not readily available. The valves were not labeled with positive identification tags. This
made the task more difficult and increased the possibility of an error when performing the ,

task; The licensee stated that designated ladders would be provided and the valves would be
labeled to address this concern. Based on observations of operator actions and independent
walkdowns of the ESW system, the team concluded that the procedures could be performed
in a timely manner provided the valves are labeled and the ladder is provided.

3.4.5 Operations Training

The team reviewed ESW training administered to licensed and non-licensed operators. The
documented ESW system training was adequate for licensed and non-licensed operators. The
training personnel have provided training to the operators on ESW system modifications,
design deficiencies, and surveillance test procedure revisions. The team conducted interviews
with a sample of operators and confirmed that the operator training for the ESW system was
adequate,

Plant personnel performing the design basis document validation had identified several
discrepancies in the ESW system lesson plan SDLP-46, " Emergency Service Water System,"
The plant had communicated these discrepancies to the training department and the training
department had revised the lesson plan.

The team evaluated a training staff crew performance during an announced loss of service ,

'

water /small break loss of coolant accident scenario on the dynamic simulator. The simulator
correctly modeled the initiation of the ESW system and overall plant response in accordance
with the plant design. The ESW related plant procedures and system controls were
appropriate to mitigate an actual plant event.
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3.4.6 Conclusions

The operations personnel interviewed were knowledgeable of normal and accident ESW
system operation. Operator training including training material for the ESW system was
reviewed and appeared to be adequate. The equipment labeling program was weak. Overall,
the ESW prccedures contained adequate direction and appropriate detail. The ESW external
material condition was good with the exception of the ESW basket strainers which were being
replaced.

3.5 Maintenance

=The maintenance programs were reviewed to verify that the ESW system was being
maintained such that it would perform its intended safety function if called upon to operate.
The assessment consisted of a review of vendor manuals, maintenance procedures, work

requests, and program implementing procedures.

3.5.1 Vendor Manunts

The vendor manual program was reviewed to assure that the information contained in the
vendor manuals was accurate and applicable to the installed plant equipment. Vendor
manuals are controlled by the design configuration engineering group in accordance with
Plant Standing Order PSO-46. Vendor manuals are validated and reviewed before being used
for working on safety-related equipment or developing maintenance procedures. The licensee
is continuing the validation program to verify that the latest vendor up-dates and revisions are
incorporated into the vendor manuals, The vendor manuals for the ESW system pumps,
strainers, motor-operated valves, and check valves, were verified to have been validated in
accordance with PSO-46. The licensee's control of vendor manuals was appropriate.

3.5.2 Maintenance Procedures

Maintenance procedures were reviewed to verify that the procedures contained adequate detail
and were technically accurate. The team reviewed maintenance procedures for the ESW
pumps, motor-operated valves, and check valves. The maintenance procedures contained
sound technical information, the appropriate level of detail, and were well written.
Procedure steps followed a logical sequence and contained sufficient detail to assure proper
task performance. , Appropriate hold points for quality control, health physics, and
engineering were included in the procedures. Illustrations and tables were adequate. Several
strengths were identitled including documentation of as-found data for trending and root cause
analysis, quantitative acceptance criteria, detailed equipment inspection check lists and
evaluation forms, and work progress status tracking sheets to facilitate maintenance crew
turnover. The quality of the maintenance procedures reviewed was excellent.

l
I
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3.5.3 Preventive Maintenance Engineering

The preventative maintenance program was reviewed to assure that the ESW system
components were routinely maintained in accordance with technically sound procedures. The
preventative maintenance engineering group consists of approximately 12 engineers,
technicians, and contractor personnel. The purpose of this group is to develop a decision-
making data baseline such that appropriate preventive maintenance frequencies may be
established. The preventative maintenance evaluat ons (PMEs) group components by typei

and model, then place the.similar types into preventive maintenance groups (PMGs). PMr;s
share the same PM tasks and frequencies. Preventive maintenance evaluations have been
completed for switchyard electrical equipment and all plant check valves including ESW
check valves. The PMEs for temperature and pressure control valves, pumps, strainers, heat
exchangers and coolers, and motor-operated valves are currently being developed. The group
also prepares refueling outage reports and recommendations regarding ESW system check
valves basca on maintenance Dndings in accordance with Maintenance Department Standing
Order MDSO 19. The licensee has a strong commitment to this program and has recently
doubled the group's staff. Maintenance department engineers have also been assigned to

.

perform on-going reviews of preventative maintenance and corrective maintenance work
requests as part of the PME effort.

The PMEs for ESW system check valves were reviewed. The team reviewed maintenance
histories, occurrence reports, and relevant engineering studies, and concluded that the pMEs
comprehensively documented the bases for recommended ESW check valve preventative
maintenance frequencies. The MDSO-19 report, for the 1990 refueling outage, provided an
accurate assessment of overall check valve program effectiveness. Preventive maintenance
engineering is a program strength in the area of maintenance.

3.5.4 Work Requests

Work request packages .were reviewed to assure that the packages contained adequate detail to
perform the associated tasks. Corrective and preventive maintenance work requests (WRs)
associated with ESW system check valves, pumps, and motor-opcrotcd wJves were reviewed.

In general, the work request packages provided proper task descriptions, referenced
appropriate procedures, and contained the required quality controls check lists. Maintenance
findings and actions were documented in sufficient detail. Post-maintenance retests were
assigned commensurate with the work performed. For example, the team noted that full-flow
tests were performed following disassembly and inspection of inservice test (IST) program
check valves whose safety function is to open,

i
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Twenty ESW system check valve work requests were reviewed. Most of the packages
involved disassembly and inspection of check valves. The team veri 0ed that for each check

di h k l'

valve which failed the inspection,100% of the correspon ng group s c ec va ves were
inspected.- The licensee considered most of the valves to have been operable, but corroded:

assist springs were replaced in eight pisto1 check valves. Corrosion nodules were removed
from the seat area of an ESW system keep-full check valve and the service water system
supply check valve to cable tunnel cooler 67E-14. The team noted that in four cases, springs
were replaced under a PM work request. The licensee responded that replacement of parts
under a PM work request is permitted by procedure depending on the function of the part and
provided thM the replacement is documented appropriately. However, the licensee currently
is evaluating this practice as part of its procedure upgrade program. The team noted that the
procedure adequately documented the spring replacement, and determined that the use of PM
work requests to perform this function was acceptable.

The team compared the current check valve inspection results with the results from the 1990
refueling outage and concluded that previous corrective actions, including periodic Rushing,
flow exercising, and installation of stainless steel valve internals had resulted in an improcing
trend in ESW system check valve performance and system rehability.

3.5.5 ' ESW Strainer Basket Fnilure

-In early 1992, the licensee identified that both baskets in the "A" ESW duplex strainer
severely damaged. The licensee determined that excessive vibration induced by the basket
handles being lined up in the strainer Dow stream contributed to the failure. The strainer
baskets were pulled out and cleaned by maintenance personnel without procedure guidance
under a preventive maintenance work request, The team noted that the strainer vendor
manual provides no explicit instructions or cautions for strainer basket installation and
removal. The licensee had procured replacement baskets of an improved design and
committed to develop a maintenance procedure to control this evolution. The3e corrective
actions were appropriate.

3.5.o Traming

The team reviewed the lesson plan objective 3 and training records of selected maintenance
technicians who perform maintenance on ESW system components. Apprentice and
continuing classroom training and on-the-job training documents for valves, filters, and
strainers were also reviewed. The training encompassed all aspects of valve maintenance
including operation, inspection, repair, and post-maintenance operational checks of ESW
system components. _The team reviewed completed work request packages and noted a low j
rate of re-work, illustrating the high experience level and quality of training p ovided to
maintenance personnel. The team maintenance training was adequate to assure that ESW
component maintenance was performed properly. ,

|

.
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3.5.7 Conclusion

The maintenance practices and procedures provide adequate detail to assure the ESW system
is adequately maintained. Strengths were identified in vendor manual control, procedure
quality, PM trending, and technical support. An improving trend in ESW check valve
oerformance was noted. Root causes of component failures were appropriately addressed by

the system and maintenance engineering staffs.

3.6 Surveillance and Testing

Selected technical specification surveillance tesis and other performance test results were
reviewed to verify that the ESW system satisfies design and licensing basis requirements.

-

The inservice test (IST) program and implementing procedures were also reviewed.

3.6.1 Preoperational Testing

Preoperational Test Procedure NM-46B, " Emergency Service Water System," was completed
on June 23,1975. The team observed that only the ESW Gow rates to the drywell air and
recirculation pump and motor coolers were measured directly. ESW flow for other
components was derived from pump vendor shop curves using pump discharge pressure
uncorrected for suction lift. Verification of design Dows to safetprelated air coolers was
minimal. The control room air conditioning units were verified to operate narmally for 30 ,

minutes, and crescent area, electric bay, and cable tunnel air coolers were checked only
..for indication that cooling water flow is adequate." The maximum system now attained"

with one ESW pump running and with both trains cross-connected was 3150 gpm at 85 psig
pump discharge pressure. The original acceptance criteria of greater than 3700 gpm at pump
discharge pressure greater than 80 psig could not be achieved. The technical speci0 cation
requirement was changed to permit 3 ingle point verincation of pump performance at shutoff (
head. The test did not fully demonstrate that the ESW system would perform its intended
safety function in that direct Dow measurements at the safety-related equipment were not
taken, and the method of evaluating pump performance did not account for potential
performance degradation over time. An integrated flow test, measuring flow to safety-related
components, was subsequently conducted in 1990 in accordance with Temporary Operating
Procedures TOP-115 and TOP-117.

3.6.2 Surveillance Testing

In late 1990, the licensee performed special tests to demonstrate that the ESW system was
capable of supplying minimum accident (safety-related) and initial system startup (safety and
non-safety related) loads. The tests used a combination of permanently installed and
temporary flow measuring equipment to obtain total system and individual component flow
rates. The pump curves were evaluated and a proposed technical specification change was
submitted to reflect actual pump conditions, in addition, check valves required to operate
either to deliver Dow to or to prevent flow diversion from safety-related components were

_ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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flow tested for the first time. Based on the results of these tests, the licensee concluded that
the ESW system was capable of performing its designed safety function. Surveillance tests
were developed on the basis of these special tests. While not required by technical
speci6 cations, the additional component performance data, combined with the technical
specification surveillance, provided reasonable assurance of system operability. For example,
while technical speci6 cation surveillance test ST-8b ndirectly veri 6es pump performance by
calculating total developed shutoff head, procedure ST-8N measures actual flow to the diesel
generators and safety-related air coolers with the system test valves open. These direct
measurements are plotted against the vendor curves, thus validating the curves.

Other ESW system operability coacerns arose regarding the operability of normal service
water system and ESW supply check valves to safety and non-safety related components. _

Previously, the licensee's IST program had determined valve operability by disassembling and
manually exercising the s .es. Due to the lack of clear acceptance criteria, many of the
valves were declared inoperable based on the presence of corrosion and silt deposits. Tests
were developed to perform full Row test of valves whose sfety function is to open (ESW)
and a leak test for valves whose safety function is to shut (normal service water). The team
noted that quantitative and unambiguous acceptance criteria for these tests were made possib'e
by the installation of test fittings at most of the safety-related coolers. The forward flow
criteria are based on the design-basis flow requirements contained in Nuclear Safety
Evaluation JAF-SE-90-067, " Clarification of the Design Basis Requirements for the J#
Emergency Service Water System (46)," dated June 16, 1990. The team concluded that the
acceptance c0teria satisfied the requirements of Section XI of the American Society of
Mechanical Enginccrs (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and Position 1 of NRC
Generic Letter 89-04, " Guidance On Developing Acceptable Inservice Testing Programs."

The results of lis ensee surveillance tests indicated that previous check valve operability
determinations based caly on inspection appeared to have been canservative. The current _

tests provide reasonable assurance that the ESW system is capable of performing its intended
safety function.

3.6.3 Inservice Testing of Pumps and Valves

The inservice test (IST) program implementing and surveillance procedures were reviewed to
verify conformance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME
Section XI), and NRC Generic Letter 89-04. Administrative controls and implementation
guidelines for the program are contained in Plant Standing Order PSO-31 and Performance
Engineering Procedure PEP-6. In general, the positions taken by the licensec concerning
pump and valve technical specincation operability, exercising requirements for power-
operated valves and check valves, and scheduling of testing satisfied the requirements of
ASME Section XI and the regulatory positions stated in the generic letter; however, a few
exceptions were noted.

_ _ _ _ - ___- ________________-_____-__ -__ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ -___ __-
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- The team noted that cenain manually operated valves were not incipaert in ic IST program,
The normally open control room air conditioning chiller condenser cadet valves 70WAC-5A
and -5B formed the class boundary between safety-related and non safety related piping. The
valves perform the sene function as valves 70WAC 12A and -12B, which are included in the

~

IST program.- These valves were successfully stroked during the inspection and the licensee
stated that valves 70WAC-5A and 5B would be added to the IST program. The failure to
include these valves in the ASME Section XI IST program is a violation of NRC
requirements. The violation is not being cited because the criteria specified in Section V,A.
of the Enforcement Poliev were satisfied.

Similarly, the team determined that normally open valves 46(70)SWS-9 and -10, which form
the pipe class boundary for the chiller room air handling units, should be included in the IST
program. The licensee stated that the piping would be upgraded to safety-related, climinating
the need to exercise these valves. The team determined that this action was appropriate.

The mam determined that isolation valves 46ESW.10A and -10B for the non-safety related
control rod drive pump coolers should be included in the IST program. The valves isolate a
potential path for diversion of ESW flow during an accident; however, closure of the valves
is not credited in any accident analyses, since the reactor building wot.ld be inaccessible.
The licensee stated that they would evaluate this item. This item remains unresolved pending
a final evaluation as to whether these valves belong in the IST program. (NRC Unresolved

Item 50-333/92-81-07)

3.6.4 Performance Engineering

An equipment performance engineering group of approximately ten technicir.ns, engineers,
and_ component specialists monitors, trends, and evaluates the operation of plant equipment.
In addition to inservice testing, the group performs equipment vibration analyses which,
combined with a lubricating oil analysis program, makes up the plant rotating equipment
monitoring program'. The team reviewed implementing procedure PEP 3.1, " Vibration
Analysis Program," discussed the program with group personnel, and inspected ESW pump
performance data. The licensee uses predictive maintenance software for trending and
analysis and uses the reports generated by the program to predict equipment performance,
establish test frequency, ad schedule preventive and corrective maintenance. The group
interfaces with system engineers to develop corrective action plans based on the data
collected. Component history files are maintained by the group to assist in troubleshooting.
Quarterly reports are prepared for senior managers. The group recently began using
vibratien analysis techniques to monitor performance of motor-operated throttle valves. The
team. reviewed the data associated with the ESW system pumps and determined that program
requirements were satisfied and that the equipment was operating properly. The performance

L engineering group was an identified licensee strength.

I
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3.6.5 ' Conclusion .

The licensee's IST program generally satis 6ed ASME Ccde requirements and provided
reasonable assurance of ESW system operability. One unreschid item was identified
concerning the need to include the control rod drive purnp cooler ESW isolation valves in the
program. The performance engineering group was determined to be effective.

3.7 Miscellaneous

' The inspection focused on licensee submittals to the NRC, drawing control, and instrument |
calibration as they related to the ESW system.

3.7.1 Review of Licensee Submittnis

Several submittals made by the licensee to the NRC were reviewed. These included technical
specification changes, NRC Generic Letter 8913 responses, and several licensee event
reports. Several discrepancies were identified in the information that was submitted as
follows:

. Proposed Changes to the Technical Specifications for ASME Section XI and ESWa.
Pump Surveillance Testing (JPTS-90-023)

A proposed change to the technical specifications for ASME Section XI and ESW
pump surveillance testing (JPTS-90-023) was provided to the NRC on
November 19, 1991. The team reviewed the proposed technical specification change
and the supporting safety evaluation (JPN-91-064).

:In safety evaluation JPN-91-064, section III. A.2, " System Hydraulics," two sta' .nents
. were made which appear to be incomplete or inaccurate. The first is the statement
that, "the proposed acceptance criteria was based on an ESW test, Reference 24
(TOP-ll7, "ESW Full Flow Test"), whi::h demonstrated that each ESW pump could'

,

provide minimum How to the components required following the DBA while also
supplying RBCLCS components." This statement is not correct. As documented in
TOP-117, the combined flow rates to the east crescent area unit coolers was 117 GPM
and to the west crescent area unit coolers was 107 GPM. The combined minimum
required flow to the east and west crescent area unit coolers was 120 GPM. The
second inaccurate statement provided in this section is " calculations, Reference 25
(Calculation JAF-090-102), based on test data have further demonstrated that the ESW
pumps have margin to operate below the ASME Section XI action level cn their pump
curves and still deliver minimum Dow to components required for the DBA when the
RBCLCS cornponents are aligned." Calculation J AF-090-102 concluded that an ESW
pump which has degraded 23% couid still provide required flows to safety-related
compenents. During the licensee's validation of the design basis document a number
of weaknesses were identified with this calculation. The statement that the calculation

. _
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was based on test data was misleading. The computer model used to perform the
: calculations was not benchmarked using test data to determine flow resistances. In-

- fact, the only reference to any test which could be found in the calculation was the
position of a throttle valve. The conclusion of this statement is also misleading.
During the performance of top-l17, the crescent area unit coolers were not provide ('
adequate flow. During this test, the ESW pumps were operating near their design
pump curves, Therefore, an ESW pump which is degraded 23% cannot provide
adequate flow to all safetyirelated loads, while also providing flow to RBCLCS loads.
Had the licensee provided accurme information and had they based the analysis on
actual test data, the conclusion would have been that the ESW pumps could not
provide adequate flow to safety-related components while providing flow to RBCLCS
loads at the ASME Section XI action level for the pumps.

b. NRC. Generic Letter 89-13 Response

During the' course of its review, the team noted that the licensee's responses to NRC
Generic Letter 8913 contained information that was incorrect. The
February 13, 1990, response stated that performance testing would be completed on
all safety related heat exchangers that are normally cooled by lake water. The team

- observed that performance testing was not being performed on the emergency diesel
generator jacket cooling water heat exchangers, which are normally cooled by lake
water. The licensee conducts inspections of these heat exchangers in lieu of heat
transfer testing. The April 18, 1991, NRC Generic Letter 89-13 response stated that
the emergency diesel generator cooling system was a glycol closed-loop system and
not subject to fouling. This statement was not true since the emergency diesel
generator jacket cooling water heat exchangers are actually cooled by lake water. The
licensee indicated that these discrepancies would be corrected in a future submittal.

- c. Inoperable Emergency _ Core Cooling System Atea Cooling due to Inadequate
Procedures (Licensee Event Report 884)9 01 dated June 15, 1989)

This report identified that the normal service water supply check valve (SWS-60A5 to
the west crescent area unit coolers (Train A) was stuck open; that a blank flange was

' installed on the lower cooling coils of west crescent area unit cooler UC-22J; that east
crescent area unit cooler UC-22D _was not connected to the emery,ency service water
system properly' which limited its .;ffectiveness to no better than 58%; and that
significant fouling of the emergency sersice water supply piping to the crescent area
unit coolers degraded cooling water flow rates to less than 50% in all but one case.
The licensee event report analysis failed to recognize the conditions that existed at the
time of the event and concluded that the crescu.t area unit coolers would have been
capable of performing their safety function which was incorrect. The assumptions
which were used to support operability of the crescent area cooler do not appear to
include the failures for which the event report was written.
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d. Normal and Emergency Service Water System inspection Results Safety Concerns Due
to Silt and Corrosion Product Build-Up (Licensee Event Report 90-12-01 dated

August 29,1990)

This report identified that both chiller condenser room air handling units 70AHU-19A
and 70AHU-19B are supplied cooling water by the "B" Train emergency service water
system. The report also identined that the four inch backup emergency service water
supply line to the " A" Train control room and relay room air handling units 70AHU-
3A and.70AHU-12A wa plugged with silt. The analysis section of the report
(page 10 of 14) stated that "...The issue of both AHUs being supplied by the B ESW
train is not a safety concern because the purpose of the AHUs is to naintain the
chiller condenser room temperature, and the chiller condensers provided a redundant
cooling for the control room and relay room AHUsl the control room and relay room
AHUs had a back-up supply of ESW to provide cooling had the chiller condensers and
chiller condenser room AHUs not been available. Therefore, no safety concern
existed...." The report also stated that "...The 4" back-up ESW supply line to AHUs
70AHU-3A and 12A that was found plugged with sand and silt was not a significant
safety concern because both the normal B train cooling and back-up B train cooling
were available...." The report failed to recognize that failure of the "B" Train
emergency service water system during an event would render the control room and
relay room ventilation systems inoperable due to the plugged four inch emergency
service water system supply line to the "A" Train air handling units. The report did
not adequately assess the significance of these multiple deficiencies.

Five Service Water to Emergency Service Water Swing Check Valves Fail to Closee.
During Testing Due to Corrosion and Silt Accumulation in Hinge (Licensee Event
Report 90-25-01 dated January 25, 1991)

This report identified that five normal service water check valves which maintain the
integrity of the emergency service water system failed to close during testing. One of
the check valves was the normal service water supply to the west crescent area unit
coolers SWS-60A. The analysis section of the report stated that "...The ability to
manually isolate any of the check valves which failed would have mitigated the
consequences of any event and ensured continued and adequate cooling capacity to theg

electric bays, cable tunnel, and crescent area. Accordingly, the failure of these five
;

L
valves to close under test conditions would most probably not have had a significant
adverse impact on plant safety in the event of the accident postulated in the FSAR."
However, the licensee states in the same section of the LER that "the isolation valve
for the west crescent area check valve is located in the reactor building. Accessibility'

could be hindered by a post-LOCA environment." Therefore, the conclusion that this
,

|' would not have a significant impact on plant safety does not appear to be appropriate.

|

|
|

|' ,

L
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The incomplete and inaccurate information that was provided in these licensee event reports
and other correspondence with the NRC indicates a lack of attention to detail, and further
suggests that review and oversight functions are not effective. The failure to provide
complete and accurate information is an apparent violation of NRC requirements (Apparent
NRC Violation 50-333/92-81-08).

.

3.7;2 Drawing Control

The licensee's drawing control program was reviewed to verify that walkdowns requested in
NRC Generic Letter 89-13 had been performed. The team independently conducted' - -

walkdowns to assure that drawings were representative of the as-built ESW system. In
addition, selected design change requests were reviewed to verify that the procedures for the -

control of plant drawings and design documents were being followed and plant drawings were
updated to reflect plant modifications.

The Generic Letter 8913 walkdowns of plant drawings were performed within the schedule
requested in the generic letter; however, these walkdowns failed to identify several
discrepancies between flow diagrams and the as-built ESW system. The discrepancies
identified include valves shown on flow diagrams which do not exist in the plant and
normally closed valves shown to be normally open on the drawings. In addition, several
quality class breaks, seismic class breaks and valve numbers were identified as being missing
from the drawings |

Although the team identified several drawing discrepancies during plant walkdowns of the
ESW system, the licensee had previously identitled nearly all of these discrepancies during
the validation of the design basis document. All the discrepancies identified by the licensee
and the inspection team were documented in a design change request. The control of plant
drawings and design documents procedure was followed and the control room copies of flow _

(= diagrams were revised as required.

The procedures regarding the update of drawings for plant modifications were detailed and
' orough. The drawing changes for plant design changes to the ESW system had been
incorporated in plant drawings. . The drawing change procedure was being followed for the
ESW system design changes that were reviewed.

The licensee is contracting with outside personnel to review the condition of their drawings
and to provide recommendations on a course of action to follow which will result in
satisfactory drawings for FitzPatrick. L Aiso, the licensee's validation of the design basis

: document appeared to be successful in identifying plant drawing discrepancies. The drawing
errors identified were generally minor in nature and would not affect the plant operators in
the performance of their duties. The team concluded that the actions being taken to validate
plant drawings appeared to be appropriate.

I
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3.7.3 Instrument Calibration

The calibration of installed and test equipment for the ESW system was reviewed to assure
that instruments used for operation and testing were properly calibrated. The licensee's
Instrument and Controls Department Standing Order ICSO-16, " Preventive Maintenance
Program" allows for a grace period of 25% of the calibration frequency between calibrations
of permanently installed equipment. The licensee stated the 25% extension is provided for by
technical speci6 cations, which allow an extension of 25% for surveillance intervals. On
two non technical speciGeation surveillance tests, ST-8N, "ESW Pump Inservice Test (IST),"
and ST-8Q, " Testing of the Emergency Service Water System (IST)," tiow transmitters and
EPIC computer analog points were used that were beyond their calibration due dates, but not
passed the 25% extension. The emergency diesel generator ESW flow indicators are
normally calibrated on a two year interval. During the past two calibration periods the'

licensee used the 25% extension for these instruments. Both times the transmitters were out
of calibration. The licensee has issued an action item to change procedure ISP-23-2 to ;

calibrate the emergency diesel generator ESW flow indicators every six months. A sample of
other ESW instrumentation calibration records were reviewed and the diesel generator flow +

indicators appeared to be an isolated case.

Ultrasonic Dow measurement equipment is used to measure individual flows to several safety-
related ESW components. The equipment is used to assure adequate now to the components
and is used in performing heat transfer capability testing of certain ESW iieat exchangers.
Fluid temperature and pipe material properties are two variables which affect ultrasome
transmitters. When calibrating the ultrasonic flow measurement equipment the licensee uses a
temperature range of 70 to 85"F. For most Geld applications in the ESW system, the
temperature ranges between 40 and 80''F. The difference between the calibrated and field
temperature ranges are accounted for by measuring the liquid sonic velocity at the site and
making an adjustment to the ultrasonic equipment if necessary. Also, the licensee calibrates
ultrasonic transducers for ' ath carbon and stainless steels. The calibration of ultrasonic Bow

,

|
measurement equipment was appropriate.

3.8 Diagnnstic Evaluation Team Folinwup Items
;

During the periods from Septembcr 16 through 27 and October 14 through 22, a Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Diagnostic Evaluation Team conducted an inspection at the
FitzPatrick site and at the licensee's offices in White Plains, New York. The Diagnostic
Evaluation Team inspection report, issued on December 3,1991, identified a number of
observations pertaining to the emergency service water system. The SSFI team reviewed
actions that were taken by IN licensee to address certain of these observations.

Diagnostic Evalua: ion Team iaspection engmeering items E-3,47, 52,55,65 and 66, and
maintenance items MT-26 and 27 were reviewed to determine if the licensee had adequately
addressed the issues. The documentation provided by the licensee in response to these items
provided an acceptable basis for closing these items.;_

. . . . __ _ .
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Water llaouner (Fcll

There have been five ESW water hammer occurrences reponed at FitzPatrick. The water
hammer occurrences were in portions of the ESW system which are at high elevations. The
principal cause of the water hammer occurrences was leaking check valves. In response to
this problem, the licensee has (1) retrofitted a keep-full system, (2) rebuilt or replaced the
check valves which were leaking, and (3) implemented a surveillance testing program for
ESW associated check valves. Also, mcdi6 cation packages Mi 90-72 (valve replacement)
and Mi-90-77 (addition of test connections for raw water check valves) were implemented.
The operators vent the ESW system once each shift to verify that it is full of water.

Based on a review of the surveillaace testing program and maintenance requests, as well as
the design modifications, valve maintenance, and frequent operator verification that the ESW
system is full, it appears the licer.sce has taken adequate measures to preclude future water
hammers. This DET observation is closed.

ESW/RRRSW Pump Room liigb_Trunmttttre (FA7)

The DET finding stated that high temperatures in the ESW/RHRSW pump room would occur
as a result of ventilation failure; however, the effect of high temperature on the operability of
motor-operated valve actuators and other components had not been determined.

Calculation SWS-00326R0 indicated that the temperature of the room under the stated
conditions (all three pumps running, both fire dampers open, both doors shut and exhaust fan

73 FN-3D shut down) would be 171"F. The calculation conclusion stated that the tire
dampers would not shut since the fusible links are in the inlet air stream.

Licensee memorandum NED-091-KM-860 (10/08/91) documented that the ESW and RHRSW
pump motors have Class B insulation which is capable of withstanding a total temperature of
266"F with an expected life of 159,000 hours. The motor insulation is rated for a 108T rise
over ambient temperature, ambient tempera;ure in this case is postulated to be 171"F. The

.

temperature rise added to the ambient temperature results in a total temperature of 279"F.
,

|.
The licensee response utilized an industry recognized rule of loss of motor life by a factor of
2 for every 18"F above 266"F. Operation in a 279"F environ % ,t therefore reduced motor|

life by approximately % of 159,000 hours or 79,500 hours. m respoase to the NRC qtiestion
postulating an outside ambient air temperature of 15 20T above the 93"F assumed in the
calculation, the licensee added 23"E to the 171"E calculated and stated with the 10ST rise on
top of the 194"F ambient temperature in the room, the estimated life would be reduced by an

|. additional factor of 2 or 39,500 hours. The licensee estimated that for the limiting case
motors have a run time of 20.148 hours. As a result, the remaining life would be 59,350
hours for the 171*F case or 10.600 hours for the 194"F case. The required post accident
running time for these motors is ISO days or 4320 hours.

|

_
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Motor-operated valves use either Class B or Class H insulation, the latter being rated for
339*F. Since motor-operated valves are not run continuously, operation in the 194 F ambient
-would not be expected to prevent valve operability. j

l
'

The licensee response did not include heat loads of the dicsci driven fire pump but, since the
pumps would not be expected to run for extended periods of time, the calculation (SWS-
00326) is reasonable without this input.

1

In summary, the licensee response shows that in the unlikely event of the ESW and RIIRSW
pumps seeing a 194 F pump room ambient there is a minimum of four times the remaining
life left in the insulation compared to the time the insulation would be required to operate in :

the post accident time period. The team determined this response to e sat s actory; this DET |b if

observation is closed.
1

Calculation to JustihjiWS Check Vnive Closure After ESW Activation h_Lilmlid
LEcE]]

The DET identified that calculation JAF-99-046 contains unsubstantiated assumptions and
uses incorrect methodology. -The deficiencies included using steady state analysis when
transient analysis should have been employed and the use of non-conservative friction values.

The licensee has abandoned this calculation and has implemented a surveillance test program

to verify that SWS and ESW system check valves will close and are leak right. The test
results were reviewed and, while there was minor leakage in some valves, all were found to
close and.the leakage was acceptable.

The team concluded the valve testing program is adequate verification that the SWS and ESW
system check valves will close. This DET observation is closed.

Qirrent Condition of the liltnke nm! Dis;lp>rce Tunnels (E-55)

Based on information_ documented by the Diagnostic Evaluation Team, it appeared that silt
had accumulated to depths of up to five feet during the period from November 1988 to
July 1990 in the emergency service water pump bays. - Based on this observation, the
Diagnostic Evaluation Team expressed a concern that excessive sitting may exist in the intake
and discharge tunnels since these tunnels had not been inspected since October 1986. Based
on the known condition of silt in the ESW bay, it appeared that a substantial silt accumulation
could occur in a short period of time. The Diagnostic Evaluation Team was also concemed
that excessive silting may exist in the residual heat removal service water rystem.

- . _. -
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The team reviewed the results of the November 1988 intake structure inspection and
dett rmined that up to five feet of silt had aircady existed in the emergency service water
pump bays at that time and it did not accumulate within the following two year period. The
silt accumulation tapered down to about three feet above the intake bay Coor beneath the
pan.p suction. There was about ten feet of clearance between the top of the sitt and the
pun:p suction. Therefore, the team concluded that operability of the emergency service water
pun:ps was not a concern.

The team also noted that the emergency service water pump bays were not located in the
main stream of circulating water now and silt was more likely to settle out in these
"stz gnant" areas. Since the intake and discharge tunnels provide the Dow path for circulation
of(ooling water and are not stagnant, it is not likely that these areas would accumulate much
silt. This was confirmed by the licensee to be the case for the intake tunnel during an
insicction that was performed on February 18 and 19.1992. The inspection results indicated

'

that approximately two inches of sitt had accumulated on the floor of the tunnel.

The licensee completed an evaluation dated March 31,1992 to determine the susceptibility
of tte residual heat removal service water system to silting. The evaluation identified low
Gow areas, drains and instrument lines that are important to system operation and subject to ,

silting. The licensee initiated action to inspect or flush these areas to resolve this concern.

Basei on its review and actions taken by the licensee as discussed above, the team considered

this ( bservation to be closed.

_QAfhuslHeation of the Expansion .loint in the C9 nit 91 Rooin_ Chi.11er Costdenser.
'

RWGB is Unknowil_fE-65)

The DET observation was that the QA classi0 cation of an expansion boot in the control room
chiller condenser is unknown, The basis for downgrading the pressure boundary of the
control room chiller condenser to non-safety related was reviewed.

The findings with rega.d to this issue are documented in section 3.1.3 of this report. The
safety evaluation used to downgrade the pressure boundary of the control room chiller
condensers to non-safety related was inappropriate because it did not consider Gooding if the,

non-safety related pressure boundary were to rupture. The licensee intends to resolve this
issue by restoring the safety-related status to the pressure boundary for this system. This
DET observation is closed.

. -
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Iltennal!.llidntullt_Dbigfiltunitr11tCitiL11utLQ11timiltulDnFgnidingJIM61

The DET observed that there w.is insufficient information provided by the licensee to
determine the adequacy of safety evaluation JAF-90-067. The SSF1 team conducted a
detailed review of the safety evaluation and supporting calculations.

The safety evaluation J AF SE-90-067 was inappropriate due to the use of design basis
calculations which were out of date for the downgrade of the contro? toom chiller condensers
to non safety related. The findings with regard te this issue aic provided in section 3.1.3 of
this report. The failure to provided an adecuate basis to determine if an unreviewed safety
question exists is a violation of N1(C requirements. The Notice of Vio!ation is provided in
this report. This Dl!T observation is closed.

-

InndequalelinintenantcJMr_hhes 6EE261

This item involved the lack of maintenance or inservice testing requirements associated with
manual butterfly valves 46SWS-25,17, and -42. The single f ailure or mis-operation of any
one of tne valves would result in common mode failure of safety-related crescent area,
control room, or electric bay and cable tunnel coolers, respectively. The team could find no
maintenance or test documentation to indicate that the valves had ever failed to open or stay
open. Item IV of NRC Generic letter 8913. " Service Water System Problems Affecting
Safety-Related IIquipment," does not require that licensees postulate passive valve failures.
The licensee stated that the applicable system operating procedure would br , /ised to require
dual verification that the valves are open in addition, the licensee is evat ning , asign

mNification to replace the valves with spool pieces. The team concluo- !%t '.M Lensee's
response to this observation was acceptable; this iterr is closed.

StrJ}te Water Sil11pgME21) L

This in:.pection item involved a DET observation that the licensee had not addressed service
water systen corrosion and siltation problems in an integrated and methodical manner.
Several weaknesses were identified in the residual heat removal service water and fire g

protection systems such as small bore raw water and fire protection pipe runs which had not
been inspected and preventative maintenance for check valves which were not scheduled or
were scheduled at excessive intervals. The post accident sample system liSW supply check
valve 46ESW 31B, the residual heat removal service water system supply to the residual heat
removal system check valves, and the residual heat removal service water system keerfull
check valves were provided as examples. |

The licensee has added the fire protection system to the PM program, and has stated that
inspections of small bore piping in the raw water cooling water systems will be perfe med.
Concerning valve 46ESW-31H, the team reviewed PME-0023, dated June 1,1990, and , ited
that the valve performs no direct safety function. The valve was disassembled and inspected
in 1985, after 15 years of service. The inspection results indicated that the valve was4

e

,
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operable and only had slight internal corrosion. Pased on these results and subvquent
trouble-free performance, the licensec concluded that there was no safety benefh .o
scheduling the valve for periodle preventive maintenance. The team verified that the oiner
check valves were scheduled for inspection every 6 and 3.5 > cars, respectively. The team
concluded that the licensee had documented acceptable bases for its inspection frequencies.

This DET observation is closed.

I

4.0 EXIT MEETING

Thetet met with those denoted in Appendix A, on May 1,1992, to discuss the preliminary
inspection findings which are detailed in this report .

!
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JtRSDNS CONTACTED

New York Power Autholity

* U. Baig, Performance Engineer
W. Berzins, hianager of Communications

* A. Illeiweis, Planning and Scheduling, WPO
J. Brown, Senior Nu:lcar Operator

* P.' Brozenich, Assistant Operations blanager
F. Catella, Training Supervisor

* D. Collins, Licensing Engineer
E. Collins, Senior Nuclear Operator'

* hi. Colomb, General hianager Support Services
* T. Dougherty, Director Project Engineering

'

R. Drake, Sr. Civil / Structural Engineer, WPO
J Ellmers, Licensing Supervisor ;

* J. Fi'zgerald, Acting General hianager hiaintenance
* J. Flaherty, Planning hianager
'' C. Gannon, Radiological and Ernironmental Services hianager
* B. Gorman, Environmental Supervisor

K. Gray Fox, Auxiliary Operator
* H. Greenberg, Consultant, Stone and Webster
* R. Gura, Consultant, WPO

"

* S. Haskell, Site Engineer Electrical
* T. Herrmann,-Systems Engineering Supervisor-

* D. Holiday, JAF Contiguration hianager
B. Horning, Assistant Shift Supervisor

* D. Huwe, Plant Engineer
* H. Keith, Site Engineer I&C

_

i* J. Kerfien, Quality Assurance Supervisor
* D. KieW, IF C Manager
* S. K'an, Consultant, WPO-

D. Lindsey, G6neral Manage, Maintenance
R. Liseno, General Manager Operations

|1 R.' Locy, Operations Manager
* L. Lombardozzi, l&C Engineer, WPO
* G. l.ozier, Assis, ant Maintenance Manager

J. Morris, Nuclear Training Specialist
K. Mowrikis, Director Engineering and Design

* T. Moskalyk, Site Engineering Supervisor
* G. Moyer, CD1 Operations;

L. North, Journeyman Operator
* G. Overbeck, Consultant, WPO
* G. Patnude, Nuclear Training Support Group, WPO
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Appendix A 2 j

T. Plumpton, Shift Supervisor
* C. Ponzi, System Engineer _j

|* J. Kogers, Computer Manager
* D, Ruddy, Site Engineering Manager
* H. Salmon, Resident Manager
* T. Savory, Site Engineering Department Supervisor
* P. Shen, R Electrical Engineer, WPO ,

i* 13. SheNa, Onsultant, WPO
* D. Simp =, fraining Manager
* ' J. Surina, Consultant, WPO

G. Tasick, Quality Assurance Manager
* T. Teifle, Security / Safety Manager
* D. Vandermark, Quality Assurance Supervisor

.

* K. Vehstadt, Technical Services Manager
* D. Wallau, Performance Engineering Supervisor

'
1

* N. Williams, Nuclear Engineering Coordinator
* 11. Young, Manager Mechanical Engineering, WPO

R. Young, Sr. Mechanical Engineer, WPO
R. Yurkon,- Nuclear Control Operator

* A. Zaremba, Licensing Manager ,

.

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMhtLYSION

* C. Anderson, Acting Branch Chief ,

W. Cook, Senior Resident inspector
* B. McCabe, NRR Project Manager

-* Denotes those present at exit meeting held at James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant,
May 1,1992.
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